[1] Ensemble streamflow forecasts obtained by using hydrological models with ensemble weather products are becoming more frequent in operational flow forecasting. The uncertainty of the ensemble forecast needs to be assessed for these products to become useful in forecasting operations. A comprehensive framework for Bayesian revision has been recently developed and applied to operational flood forecasting with deterministic weather forecasts. The Bayesian revision yields a posterior density, conditional on all information available to the forecaster at the onset of a forecast run. This conditional density objectively quantifies the uncertainty. Here the Bayesian approach is generalized for use with ensemble weather predictions. An end-to-end application of a Bayesian postprocessor for ensemble streamflow forecasts in the river Rhine forecasting system is presented. A verification of the postprocessor shows good performance when compared in terms of the ranked probability skill score to non-Bayesian uncertainty assessment, such as ranking threshold exceedance probabilities for members of a streamflow ensemble prediction. In this context it is also addressed how the proposed Bayesian processor can serve in supporting rational decision making for flood warning under conditions of uncertainty. 
Introduction
[2] Operational river flow forecasting is gaining significant importance as nonstructural measure for flood protection. Extreme hydrometeorological events like those registered in the United Kingdom (2005 Kingdom ( , 2007 , Germany (2002) , and various Central and Eastern European countries (2002, 2006, 2007) during recent years put further emphasis on the need for enhancing flood forecasting systems and methods.
[3] The fourth IPCC climate assessment report [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007] , concludes that the probability of more frequent meteorological extremes is on the rise throughout the 21st century. Extreme discharges may become more frequent, with a need for countries to invest in structural and nonstructural interventions, among which real-time flood forecasting systems. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO Flood Forecasting Initiative: Final report of the Synthesis Conference on Improved Meteorological and Hydrological Forecasting, 2006) acknowledges that in several countries flood forecasting remains the only affordable and effective measure that can be realistically implemented to protect life and property in the face of extreme meteorological events. According to the United Nations [2004] , up to 35 percent of flood damage can be mitigated by issuing timely flood warnings.
[4] Real-time flood forecasting systems, as the one referred to in this paper, make use of interlinked hydrological and hydrodynamic models, that are embedded in a data management environment. The model chains are run in two principal operational modes: in (1) historical and (2) forecast mode. In the first mode the models are forced by meteorological observations over a limited time period prior to the onset of the forecast. Data assimilation is applied, whereby internal model states are adjusted to optimize model performance. In the second mode the models are forced by quantitative precipitation and temperature forecasts, whereby the internal model states at the end of the historic run are taken as initial conditions for the forecast run. Depending on whether a deterministic or probabilistic ensemble weather forecasts is used, a single deterministic or an ensemble streamflow or water level forecast is produced. The forecasting lead time depends on the particular weather forecasting product and commonly extends over a period between 48 and 240 h ahead.
[5] A deterministic or ensemble streamflow forecast has however limited predictive value for decision makers [Fortin et al., 2006] , as there remains inherent uncertainty associated with meteorological forcing and the response of the models. The sources of this uncertainty have been widely addressed by Krzysztofowicz [1999] . In the ongoing international Hydrological Ensemble Prediction Experiment (HEPEX) initiative [Schaake et al., 2006] , there is generally agreement between scientists and end users on the need for systematically processing streamflow forecasts with the aim to objectively quantify the inherent uncertainty. Only in this fashion these forecasting products will find broader acceptance among stakeholders and decision makers.
[6] In a recent paper Reggiani and Weerts [2008b] applied a Bayesian postprocessor [Krzysztofowicz, 1999; Krzysztofowicz and Kelly, 2000] to deterministic forecasts in the operational river Rhine forecasting system. The Bayesian processor delivers a posterior probability density function of the expected flow rates or water levels, conditional on all information available at the onset of the forecast. The conditional probability density function has been defined as predictive uncertainty [Krzysztofowicz, 2001a] . The posterior probability density function results from the revision of an assumed conditional prior density function, derived from historic series, by applying Bayesian updating.
[7] The association of a predictive uncertainty (expressed in terms of a conditional probability density function) with a forecasted flow rate or water level objectively quantifies the uncertainty of the forecast. This uncertainty estimate needs to be explicitly accounted for in the decisional process. One possible solution is to integrate the predictive uncertainty with an appropriate cost function, as suggested by Raiffa and Schlaifer [1961], De Groot [1970] , or Todini [2007] . The combination of the two functions provides a concise estimate of expected damage for a forecasted flow rate or water level. An objective assessment of the predictive uncertainty is thus a prerequisite for sound decision support under conditions of uncertainty.
[8] This paper presents an application, where the Bayesian processor is extended from a deterministic to an ensemble streamflow forecast, as suggested by Krzysztofowicz [2001b] and Schaake et al. [2001] . The processor constitutes an Bayesian ensemble uncertainty processor (BEUP). The operational forecasting system of the river Rhine has been chosen as test bed, whereby an ensemble weather forecasts of 50 members plus 1 control forecast are used to force the hydrological models, yielding as many streamflow forecast at the basin closing section. By employing a conditional prior distribution function, corresponding posteriors are derived for the ensemble member. The ensemble of posterior distributions is then lumped into a single posterior metadistribution, which is representative for the ensemble forecast.
[9] By design the ensemble processor is structured in such a way, that the conditional distributions are modeled off-line, while the processor is executed online. This structure makes the approach appealing for operational use. An execution of the processor reduces to the evaluation of parametric functions, for which parameters have been estimated beforehand. It is also particularly attractive for applications, in which large amounts of information need to be elaborated in real time, as it is the case with ensemble forecasts. The principles and assumptions underlying the processor will be revisited, the system setup described and the results, including strong points and weaknesses, will be discussed.
[10] The exposure is structured into seven sections: section 2 describes the principles underlying the Bayesian processor, section 3 gives a brief overview of the theory, section 4 describes the forecasting system and the precursory data elaboration steps, section 5 discusses the numerical experiments and section 6 discusses the results. Section 7 is dedicated to summary and conclusions.
Principles

Variates
[11] Adopting the notation by Krzysztofowicz [1999] suitable random variates are introduced, that describe the forecasting process. The set
called the predictand, are discharge (or water level) observations at forecasting times 1, . . ., n at one single location, commonly the basin closing section. These quantities lie in the future with respect to those observed at the same location and at an arbitrary number of historical times 1, . . ., k up to the time t 0 = 0 at the onset of the forecast:
Finally,
is an ensemble of sets of modeled discharges (or water levels) at the same times of the observations H n , resulting from an ensemble weather forecast counting j = 1, . . ., m members. The realizations of the variates H n , H 0Àk and s n,j are denoted with the lowercase letters h n , h 0Àk and s n,j , respectively.
Predictive Uncertainty
[12] The predictive uncertainty [Krzysztofowicz, 2001a] can be defined as a measure of the degree of certitude of the occurrence of an event, conditional on all information available in the forecasting process. In operational river flow forecasting, an ''event'' consists in the exceedance of a critical streamflow at basin control section. The total predictive uncertainty on the forecasted flow (expressed in terms of discharge or water level) for lead time n can be formulated in terms of a conditional probability density function:
This distribution, the predictive uncertainty, represents a family of probability density functions for discharge (or water level) h n , conditional on the modeled discharge (or water level) s n,j resulting from the ensemble weather prediction member j, on the discharge (or water level) observations at times 0Àk before t 0 and on the particular forecasting model M used. The convention is adopted to index f j with the ensemble member subscript, emphasizing that a separate family of probability density functions is derived for each ensemble member used to force the system. The probability distribution can in principle be conditioned on additional information such as the internal state vector of the models and/or the model parameter vector. However, such stochastic dependencies will not be considered explicitly in this application. The absence of any explicit dependence on the meteorological input (e.g., precipitation depth) in equation (4) is noted. The reason for this choice is the fact that the modeled flow s n,j at the forecasting location is a result of uncertain meteorological input, that has been processed through the model chain by forcing the system with the individual members of the ensemble weather forecast. In essence the use of the resulting streamflow forecast s n,j is equivalent to assuming an auxiliary randomization of s n [Krzysztofowicz, 2001b] . If deemed necessary this latter assumption can be relaxed and the meteorological forcing made explicit in the formulation, as specified in the Bayesian Forecasting System (BFS) [Krzysztofowicz, 1999] . In this case a separate input uncertainty processor would need to be introduced. An input uncertainty processor formulated as Bayesian processor of output (BPO) [Krzysztofowicz, 2004] for numerical weather forecasts has been presented by Reggiani and Weerts [2008a] .
Bayesian Formulation
[13] A Bayesian ensemble uncertainty processor (BEUP) for water level forecasts consists of an estimator of the conditional probability density function f j in equation (4). The estimator assesses the predictive uncertainty by means of Bayesian revision of prior information. Through Bayesian inference the processor yields a posterior conditional density, whereby model performance against observations, given uncertain meteorological forcing, is brought into the formulation via the likelihood function. The choice of a suitable prior probability distribution function is essential for the quality of the revision. The prior distribution should contain as much information on the behavior of the system as possible.
[14] The basic principles of Bayesian updating in this context is outlined next, whereby the explanation of details is left for subsequent sections. First, a conditional prior distribution function g(h n |h 0 ,h 0Àk ) is derived from a linear regression model on the basis of a long climatic series of flow observations at the basin closing section Lobith. Hereby the correlation between flow observations at time t 0 and at the predecessor time t 0Àk is exploited, with k a time lag expressed in number of days.
[15] The effects of various uncertainty sources enter the revision process via a conditional density f(Á|Á) of the model output S j for the jth ensemble member and conditional on the observations H. The conditional density f(s n, j |Á,h 0 ,h 0Àk ,), j = {1,. . .,m} is a likelihood on the predictand h n , conditional on flow forecast s n,j , and streamflow observations. The residuals vector x j = (s n,j Àh n ) represents the model error attributable to the presence of uncertain meteorological input (indexed by ensemble members), model conceptualization and suboptimal initial conditions and internal model states. The formulation however will be restricted by excluding model and initial condition errors from the formulation.
[16] Second, the likelihood function represents a full stochastic characterization of the forecasting error of the flow modeling chain. The likelihood function imports a probabilistic description of the predictive skill of the models into the Bayesian revision process. The total predictive uncertainty is expressed by the revised posterior density:
where
is the expected density on model output, conditional on all information available at the onset of a forecast.
Uncertainty Processor
[17] The processor in equation (5) is specified by deriving parametric expressions for the family of the prior density g(h n |h 0 , h 0Àk ) and the family of likelihood functions f(s n,j |h n ,h 0 ,h 0Àk ). The evaluation of the prior density and the likelihood is carried out following the steps laid out by Reggiani and Weerts [2008b] . The results of the regressions and algebraic manipulations are summarized in the subsequent paragraphs.
Normal Quantile Transform
[18] As will be shown below, the process variables are realizations of stochastic processes and are best described by probability distributions such as the Weibull or Gamma models. Nonlinear relations between sequences of random variable realizations, as for instance used in autoregressive models for river stages forecasts would require the use of generalized linear models with multiple lag terms for adequate fits. A solution to this problem is to transform the process variables into Gaussian variables through the application of the normal quantile transform (NQT), which was first proposed by Van der Waerden [1952 , 1953a , 1953b and has been successively applied in uncertainty analysis of streamflow forecasts. Examples are given by Kelly and Krzysztofowicz [1997] , Krzysztofowicz and Kelly [2000] , Montanari and Brath [2004] , and Zhiyu et al. [2005] .
[19] In practice Gaussian variates are obtained by matching an empirical probability distribution G(Á) with a Gaussian distribution Q(Á) and then performing an inversion Q À1 (Á). Here the convention is used that variables in the original space are indicated with Latin letters, while their transforms in the normal space are indicated with Greek characters. The NQT assures in principle that the marginal distributions of the transformed variables are standard normal. It is however no guarantee that the joint distribution of the variates will be multinormal, unless a linear dependence between variables in the transformed space can be asserted.
[20] In the Gaussian space multiple variates relate linearly, which allows us to fit autoregressive models. As will be shown below, a series of assumptions must be verified. A successive back transformation of the linearly dependent variables into the original space yields parametric expressions for families of conditional probability densities in equation (5). The necessary steps in performing NQT mapping and back transformation into the original space, will be followed up next.
Prior Density
[21] The conditional prior density g(h n |h 0 ,h 0Àk ) is modeled by pursuing a series of steps: (1) first, the NQT is applied to transform the respective variables h into Gaussian variates h, (2) second, an autoregressive model is applied between the series of Gaussian variables, and (3) third, a back transformation into the original space is performed. The autoregressive model relates the normalized water level h n at forecasting day n to the respective normalized levels observed at times t = 0 and t = 0Àk:
The parameters a n , b n and g n are regression constants, while X n is the residual, stochastically independent from (h 0 ,h 0Àk ) and normally distributed with zero mean and variance t n
2
. For an autoregressive model to be valid, a series of assumptions must be verified: (1) independency of the residuals X n of (h 0 ,h 0Àk ) and (2) homoscedasticity of X n and (3) normality of the residuals with zero mean and a fixed variance. The first condition can be verified by analyzing the autocorrelation of the residuals against the lag. The second condition needs to be verified by analyzing the graph of the residuals against the dependent variable and indicates suitability of the linear model. Condition 3 is verified by testing the probability distribution of the residuals via, e.g., quantile-quantile plots.
[22] As lead time increases however, the regression model starts to break down, as water levels h n become uncorrelated from levels h 0 and h 0Àk . It is therefore chosen to abandon the autoregressive model for n > 3 and consider an unconditioned prior that is only based on climatic series and therefore unrestricted. Table 1 reports the values for the regression constants a n , b n , g n ,and t n for lead times n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 days, discharge observations h 0Àk for k = 1 day, and selected months. For n > 3 days a n = b n = g n = 0 and t n 6 ¼ 0. The variance t n increases with lead time, as one would expect and remains constant for n ! 4. The fact that a n and b n are > 0 indicates that the predicted variable h n is indeed stochastically dependent from the predictors h 0 and h 0Àk .
[23] The parametric expression of the conditional prior density in the normal space [Krzysztofowicz and Kelly, 2000] equates the following expression:
where q is the normal density operator and t n 2 = VAR (h n |h 0 ,h 0Àk ).
Likelihood
[24] The likelihood is modeled in full analogy to the prior density, assuming again a linear relationship between the transformed normal variables. The transform V n,j of the discharge forecasted at Lobith for the jth weather forecast ensemble member is related via an autoregressive model to the normal transform h n of the level observed at time t n , and the transforms h 0 and h 0Àk of observations at Lobith at times t 0 and t 0Àk , respectively:
where the parameters a n , b n , c n and d n are regression constants, while the residual Q n is stochastically independent from (h n , h 0 , h 0Àk ) and normally distributed with zero mean and variance s n 2 . Table 2 summarizes the regression coefficients and standard deviations for lead times of n between 1 and 5 days and discharge observations at t 0À1 . Some verification results for the autoregressive model will be reported in section 6. The parametric expression of the likelihood in the normal space becomes
where q is the normal density operator and s n 2 = VAR (V n,j |h n ,h 0 ,h 0Àk ). For lead times n > 3 days it is assumed that the likelihood is no longer conditioned on h 0 and h 0Àk , but only on h n , thus b n = c n = 0. The reason for this choice will become clear in section 4.2, where the autoregressive models will be discussed.
Posterior Density
[25] The posterior density in the normal space is obtained by combining the prior (equation (8)) and the likelihood (10), both normal linear, with the transformed conditional expected density k Qn (V n |h 0 ,h n ,h 0Àk ), as stated by Bayes theorem in equation (5). The underlying manipulations are omitted and given by Krzysztofowicz and Kelly [2000] . The parameterized density in the normal space results in the expression
The expressions A n , B n , C n , D n and T n evaluated for lead times n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 days and discharge observations at t 0À1 are summarized in Table 3 . Here h n , lag k = 1 day, lead times are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days.
Transformation Into the Original Space
[26] In the original variable space the prior density of levels at forecasting time t n , conditional on those observed at forecast start time t 0 and t 0À1 at Lobith, takes on the form
where g(h n ) is the marginal density of h n at forecast time t n , Lobith. The posterior density in the original space of discharges to be expected at time t n at Lobith, conditional on discharge s n,j forecasted for day n and discharges h 0 and h 0Àk observed at days t 0 and t 0Àk at Lobith, is given by the following parametric expression:
The posterior cumulative distribution of h n finally reads as follows:
with Q the Gaussian distribution operator. Next we introduce an average density or ''metadensity,'' which is obtained by averaging (13) over the ensemble s n,j :
with s n = E[s n,j ]. Equation (15) is conditional on all information available at the onset of a forecast and remains implicitly a function of the streamflow forecast ensemble via the expected value s n . The corresponding conditional cumulative probability distribution is stated as
where EF is ensemble forecast. Here h n , lag k = 1 day, lead times are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 days.
Direct Estimation of the Predictive Uncertainty
[27] We anticipate that the predictive uncertainty (4) could in principle be estimated directly, without any Bayesian revision of prior information. In analogy to (9) a multilinear regression model between NQT transformed random variables is applied in the normal space:
h n ¼â n z n;j þb n h 0 þĉ n h 0Àk þd n þQ n ð17Þ
The parametersâ n ,b n , s n andd n are regression constants, the residualQ n is stochastically independent and normally distributed with zero mean and varianceŝ n 2 . A family of conditional probability distributions in the normal space is derived in analogy to (11). A transformation back into the original space yields an expression equivalent to the posterior (13), in which the coefficients A n , B n , C n , D n and T n are replaced byâ n ,b n ,ĉ n ,d n andŝ n . Unlike (13), which is based on Bayesian revision, the conditional distribution obtained from (17) does not implicitly separate information into prior and a stochastic specification of the model error, as performed in applying Bayes theorem. Instead it combines current observations with respective model forecasts, without referring to the observed historical behavior of the system. Under optimal conditions, i.e., with sufficiently long data series for appropriate modeling, the directly derived predictive uncertainty is supposed to have an inferior information content than the Bayesian posterior. However, meaningful performance comparisons between (13) and (17) in terms of skill can only be performed in presence of sufficiently long series of forecasts and will not be addressed here.
Application
Test Bed System
[28] The ensemble hydrological uncertainty processor is applied to the river Rhine operational flood forecasting system with a basin surface area (upstream of Lobith) of 160,000 km 2 . The hydrologic response is simulated with the HBV model [Bergström, 1995] . The hydrological model output is updated for a model run over a historical time window ahead of a forecast run with streamflow observation by means of an error correction method described by Broersen and Weerts [2005] . The hydrological model calculates the runoff from the tributaries toward the main river Rhine channel. The flood wave propagation along the main channel is performed with a simple routing scheme present in the HBV model. Figure 1 depicts the Rhine basin with its principal tributaries, selected observing stations and the travel time isochrones. The primary focus is on the basin control section Lobith at the Dutch-German border. For Lobith an extended historical series of daily water level and discharge observations is available for the period 1 January 1901 to 1 October 2007.
[29] The hydrological model is run once daily with hourly time step in historical and in forecast mode. In historical mode the system is forced by real-time precipitation and temperature observed over a historical period of 196 h prior to the start time of the fluvial forecast t 0 .
[30] In forecast mode the system is forced by probabilistic weather forecasts from the 50 + 1 member European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) [Molteni et al., 1996] . The spatial resolution of the model grid is of 80 Â 120 km, the lead time of the ensemble forecast 240 h. The weather model is run once daily, with base time T 0 at 1200 UTC. The period with a continuous availability of ensembles covers 3 years, starting on 1 June 2004 to 1 June 2007.
Data Elaboration
[31] The available discharge data (observed and forecasted) are grouped into months to account for nonstationarity of modeling errors in the river flow process. By separation into months time series are obtained, which are expected to be approximately stationary for the selected period. In summer the regime is characterized predominantly by low flows. High flow rates occur mainly during winter, especially in December and January. For the sake of brevity the analysis is restricted to four selected months of the year. Empirical cumulative distributions P(h > h*) for the historical and P(s > s*) for the forecasted discharges are derived from respective time series.
[32] Figure 2 shows cumulative probability distribution functions on flows at Lobith for the 100+ year to 1 June 2007 forecasting period for January and July. We note that in the latter distributions the data points are significantly less (one forecast per day) because of the limited period for which forecasts are available. As a result a whole range of events are not represented, leading to differences between the distributions for the historical and the forecasting period. The empirical distributions P(h > h*) and P(s > s*) are indicated with circles and crosses, respectively. The solid and dashed curves indicate distributions modelled as two-parameter Gamma fits G(h). Here the Gamma distribution has been used as zero hypothesis in applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test [Benjamin and Cornell, 1970] with a significance level of 10%. As alternative hypotheses it has been assumed the empirical distributions to be either Weibull or log-Weibull, which had to be rejected in favor of the Gamma model. For some months also the Gamma model had in principle to be rejected, asking for more complex models with piecewise fits to be applied. Optimal modeling of the empirical data remains however beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on the functional principles of the processor. Poor distribution modeling is likely to have an adverse effect on the performance of the processor, thus special attention needs to be devoted to this aspect. Especially the tails of the distributions need to be captured adequately, as they represent the extreme events, which the uncertainty processor should be able to predict.
[33] The variates h n , h 0Àk , and s n,j , whose NQT transforms are denoted with the Greek letters h n , h 0Àk , V n,j and V 0Àk , are shown next. The left plots in Figure 3 shows the normalized discharge observations h n against the normalized discharge h 0 and h 0Àk for the 1901 -2007 historic series, selected values of n and k at Lobith, January. The solid line is the intersection of the multiple regression (equation (7)) with the h n Àh 0 and h n Àh 0Àk plane. The regression represents a plane in the three-dimensional Gaussian space {h n , h 0 , h 0Àk }. The dash-dotted lines identify the 90% confidence interval intersects. The coefficient of determination R 2 is reported in the legend. It is evident that the variables are linearly related. The error structure for n 3 is reasonably homoscedastic, indicating stationarity of the stochastic process. As n increases, the error structure become increasingly heteroscedastic (see analysis below).
[34] The right-hand plots of Figure 3 depicts the data for the prior in the original space, h n versus h 0 and h n versus h 0Àk . The transform of the linear regression (solid line) into the original space is non linear, as are the respective transforms of the 90% confidence intervals. The NQT and its inverse do not preserve the Pearson moment product correlation because of the nonlinear transformation, but preserve the Spearman rank correlations, which are reported in the lower right corners of the plots in Figure 3 . For n < 3 the correlation between the expected flow h n (h 0 ) at Lobith and observations at t 0 and t 0Àk is linear. For n > 3 the correlations diminish progressively, suggesting that unconditioned probability distributions based only on climatic series for the respective month to be used.
[35] Figure 4 depicts the data for the autoregressive model in the likelihood equation (9). The left plots show the normalized discharge V n,j forecasted at Lobith via the jth ensemble member, against the normalized observed discharge h n , V n,j versus h 0 and V n,j versus h 0Àk for selected n and k. The dash-dotted lines indicate the 90% confidence envelope intersects. The regression parameters are listed in Table 2 . The right plots of Figure 4 show the forecasted versus the observed discharge in the original space. The solid curve is the transform of the linear regression into the original space, and projected onto the s n,j Àh n plane, while the dash-dotted lines indicated the corresponding transformed 90% confidence envelope. The relation between the data points is reasonably linear.
[36] Residual analysis were performed on the likelihood to test the validity of the autoregressive models. The homoscedasticity of the error structure with residuals Q n has been verified as well as the normality of the residuals with zero mean. Tests on the independence of the error were also performed by deriving the autocorrelations of the residuals. It is however noted that as n > 3 the error structure becomes increasingly heteroscedastic, implying that the assumption of stationarity is no longer satisfied. Improve- ments in terms of homoscedasticity could be achieved by censoring the original data sample and eliminating outliers. These outliers are generally attributable to extreme flow events, which distort the linear behavior and have nonstationary characteristics.
[37] The coefficients A n , B n , C n and D n for the evaluation of the posterior density in the normal space (11) and the original space (13) are evaluated for the months in the year. The algebraic expressions and numerical values for the coefficients and selected months can be found in Table 3 . The prior and the posterior densities g n and f n,j , and the posterior distribution F n,j are evaluated by inserting the modeled Gaussian probability density function g(h n ) and the probability distribution functions G(h n ), G(h 0 ), G(h 0Àk ) and D(s n,j ) into expressions (12), (13) and (14), respectively.
Experiments
Application of the Processor
[38] In the present application operational forecasting is emulated by starting a daily forecast in hindcast mode, with a meteorological forecast base time T 0 at 1200 UTC. The ensemble streamflow forecast is then executed at 0600 UTC the following day. The gridded precipitation and temperature weather model output is transformed into subbasin averaged time series. The HBV model is run in hindcast mode over the 1 June 2004 to 1 June 2007 period. Because the configuration of the EPS changes frequently because of fast model evolution, only short periods of homogeneous and continuous data are available. For this reason the BEUP is calibrated over the 3 year period, for which uninterrupted EPS forecasts exist. A verification is subsequently performed for the period 1 June 2007 and 1 October 2007 and will be discussed below.
[39] Figure 5 shows the predictive uncertainty f j (h n |s n,j ,h 0 ,h 0À1 ) for EPS members j = {1 . . . 51} for n = 5. The fluvial forecast base time t 0 is 0600 UTC on the 9 August 2007. The solid green line represents the prior density g n (h n |h 0 ,h 0À1 ). The inset boxes indicate discharges. The vertical blue lines in the bottom box are the forecasted discharges for the 51 ensemble members, the red vertical line in the top box the discharge that has actually been observed on the particular day t 0+n . The solid black line is the discharge observed at Lobith at t 0 , while the dashed black line is the discharge observation at t 0À1 , 24 h before the forecasting base time. The metadensity in equation (15) is indicated with a dash-dotted line. The effect of the Bayesian revision of the prior density is evident. The processor, which has been trained on the basis of additional information from a forecasting model, relies on the historical experience and delivers revised posterior densities. With increasing n the posterior densities are translated, whereby the peak of the distribution (corresponding to maximum probability of occurrence) moves closer toward the observed discharge.
[40] Figure 6 shows a sample streamflow forecast at Lobith on the 9 August 2007. Figure 6 shows the 50+1 forecasts corresponding to the ensemble members. The solid and dashed lines are the observed and the forecasted discharges, respectively. The shaded areas indicate the uncertainty bands. The light gray area is the prior uncertainty. For n 3 the prior uncertainty increases, as evident from the variance t n reported in Table 1 . For n > 3 an unconditioned prior has been chosen, yielding a constant uncertainty. The dark gray area represents the predictive uncertainty as ''metaposteriori'' resulting from Bayesian updating. The correcting effect of the Bayesian revision on the posterior probabilities is evident.
Verification
[41] To corroborate the strength of the Bayesian processor a verification over the test period 1 June 2007 to 1 October 2007 is performed. The verification focuses on the metadensity in equation (15) acting as proxy for the ensemble. The metadensity can be used by a forecaster to assess the uncertainty of the ensemble stream flow forecast for a particular n.
[42] Figures 7a and 7b show a verification of the processor for the June and September 2007 period, thus extending beyond the period over which the processor has been trained. Figure 7a shows the 10-90% probability interval for lead time n = 2, while Figure 7b presents a verification for a n = 5. Because of the limited period for which flow forecasts s n,j (3 years) are available, the cumulative distributions for the historical and the forecasted series differ significantly (see Figure 2 ). This would lead to a poor Bayesian revision in equation (13). As an interim solution (until longer forecasted series become available) the modeled distribution D(s n,j ) in equation (13) has been substituted with G(h n ) for the forecasted series, which significantly improved the performance of the processor for these three months.
[43] The solid line with pluses indicates the observed discharge, the light gray shadowed area the probability interval for the prior and the dark gray area the probability interval for the posterior. In Figure 7a the prior for n = 2 is conditioned on the observations h 0 and h 0À1 and follows the observed discharge. In Figure 7b the prior is an unconditioned climatic distribution for the respective months and thus changes stepwise between months. The envelope determined by the medium dark shaded area indicates the uncertainty band for the unprocessed ensemble forecast, which is derived by simple ranking of threshold exceedance probabilities for members of the streamflow ensemble. It represents the 80% probability interval for the total uncertainty of the model chain, expressed by the total probability P(s n,j > s*).
[44] Finally, a quantitative analysis has been performed by evaluating the ranked probability skill score (RPSS) [Wilks, 1995] for the revised metaposterior using the conditioned and the unconditioned model. Like the Brier skill score [Brier, 1950] , the RPSS is often used as skill criterion of probabilistic forecasts of weather, climate or like in the present case, stream flows. As skill scores, they compare the extent to which a forecast strategy outperforms a reference forecast strategy. The RPSS was compared to that of an unprocessed EPS streamflow forecast. The results are summarized in Figure 8 . The metaposterior conditioned on h 0 and on h 0À1 performs best for n < 3, while for n > 3 it is outperformed by the unconditioned metaposterior. A combination of conditioned and unconditioned metaposterior outperforms the skill for the probability interval derived from the unprocessed EPS forecast.
Discussion
[45] From the previous analysis a series of conclusions can be drawn.
[46] 1. A first application of the Bayesian processor to an ensemble streamflow forecast is presented. The verification shows that the processor yields a skillful posterior conditional density, with observations located within the 80% probability interval identified by the metadensity. The metadensity is an average density, implicitly dependent on the ensemble streamflow forecast s n,j and conditional on Figure 6 . Ensemble streamflow forecast, Lobith, 9 August 2007, with 10-90% confidence intervals.
upstream observations at the onset of the forecast and the average forecasted flow s n .
[47] 2. The probability interval derived from the unprocessed EPS forecast provides merely an indication of the total uncertainty of the model chain. The respective uncertainty P(s n,j > s*) is expressed as total probability density on the forecasted discharges s n,j . The Bayesian processor on the other hand delivers a posterior probability density on the expected stream flow h n , conditional on all information (observations and model forecast) available at the onset of the forecast.
[48] 3. The probability interval tracked by the metadensity (dark gray area) is evidently wider than the one obtained from the unprocessed ensemble streamflow forecasts, indicating that there is a larger uncertainty to be expected from the actual flow h n conditional on observations, rather than from the unconditioned EPS streamflow forecast s n,j , which represents the total uncertainty of the model chain.
[49] 4. The impact of the prior density function on the Bayesian revision is significant in obtaining a valuable posterior density. Here a generic development is proposed, where the prior density is conditioned on two observations at different points in time. The beneficial effect of conditioning the prior on observations diminishes with increasing lead time n. With n > 3 the impact of the conditioning observations on the prior probability is neutralized. In these circumstances the use of an unconditioned climatic prior (see Table 1 ), as shown in Figure 7b for n = 5 results to be more effective than using the conditional density in equation (12).
[50] 5. What is valid for the prior density applies equally to the likelihood. The dependency on the earlier observations becomes less influential with increasing n. For n > 3 the most significant conditioning variable remains the forecasted discharge s n,j (see Table 2 ), which enters the posterior density via the regression parameter a n in A n , B n , C n , D n and T n (see equation (13)).
[51] 6. For n < 3 much can be gained by conditioning the likelihood on earlier observations. However, the time lags, at which the observations are taken must be carefully chosen, to ensure that the autoregressive model captures adequately the rising and falling limb of the hydrograph. For example the departures of the probability intervals of the prior and the posterior in Figures 7a and 7b from the observations (e.g., for the peak on the 21 August 2007) are attributable to the low skill of the EPS forecasts, and to a minor degree to poor performance of the autoregressive models (7) and (9).
[52] 7. It is stressed that the present application necessitates additional work. Significant performance gains can be achieved on various fronts. Firstly, the prior needs to be improved by (1) approximating the empirical distributions G with piecewise functions (low range, midrange and highflow range), by (2) selectively removing extreme outliers with the aim to improving the regressions, and (3) by adequately choosing the time lags. It is important to note that outliers actually represent extreme events, which should be predicted by the forecasting system. Any removal of outliers must thus be weighted carefully.
[53] Second, the three criteria above apply equally to the likelihood function. The importance of using sufficiently Figure 8 . Ranked probability skill score for Bayesian processor and EPS probability ranking. long forecasted flow time series for performing the regressions between observations and forecasts is also highlighted. The 3 year daily data record used for the present application can be considered a rather short training period.
Summary and Conclusions
[54] An application of the hydrological uncertainty processor [Krzysztofowicz, 1999; Krzysztofowicz and Kelly, 2000; Krzystofowicz, 2001a] for an ensemble streamflow forecast by extending the work by Weerts [2008a, 2008b] has been presented. The processor translates the prior probability derived from a long climatic series into an ensemble of posterior densities on water levels or discharges, conditional on model forecasts and multiple observations. The ensemble of revised probability density and distribution functions are subsequently averaged into a posterior metadensity. The metadensity can be used by forecasters as a proxy to identify the probability of occurrence of a predicted water level or discharge. As such the BEUP provides an uncertainty assessment tool, which effectively decouples the responsibility of the forecaster from that of the decision maker. In a decision support system for evacuation, the expected damage D relative to a forecasted flow rate can be estimated by combining the metadensity with a suitable cost function c(h n ). The cost function expresses the economic value of issuing/not issuing an alert in terms of the forecasted water level at Lobith [Todini, 2007] :
The determination of the cost function needs to be explored on a case-by-case basis. The total economical value of a forecast can then expressed in terms of a cost-loss ratio [e.g., Mylne, 2002; Palmer, 2002] , by evaluating the cost of mitigating action against the potential losses incurred in absence of taking actions. These aspects need to be investigated in more depth in sequel research. The processor has been validated for selected events extracted from the 3 year period for which continuous forecasts are available.
To expand the understanding of the processor and the shortcomings of underlying assumptions, additional verification is needed. However, because of the rapid evolution in operational weather models and respective forecasting products, significant challenges have to be met in obtaining long and homogeneous forecasting time series, which are required for the investigations.
